SNOOZIES!®
Non-skid, Comfy, Foot Covering
snoozies!® are not socks and they're not slippers -- sort of
a crossover between the two-a type of foot covering that is
perfect on airline flights when you want to slip off your shoes, but
still want to remain comfortable yet
sanitary.
snoozies!® are made with a brushed
fleece exterior in colorful & fun printed
patterns and lined with a soft Sherpa
fleece. Each pair is comfy, warm and has
a non-skid sole so you can feel safe
wearing them on wood or tile floors.
They are fully machine washable and
won't shrink. Sizes for teens, women and
men. $12.99

GLO TO SLEEP
The Glo to Sleep is a sleep therapy mask that claims to help you sleep
better by focusing the mind on relaxation and sleep.
The device resembles a lightweight sleep mask and works by utilizing
specially designed lights inside the mask called Points of Glo, to slow
brain activity, achieve an alpha wave brain state and engage deep,
natural and restorative sleep.
It also blocks external light from interfering with the effect of the
Glo to Sleep, while recessed eye pieces allow the eyes to blink normally.
It’s wireless and no batteries required. Just expose it to any light source
(sun, light bulb, etc) for about 30 seconds to become activated. It retails
for about $40.
For more information visit the site at www.
sound-oasis.com
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HADAKI’S NEWEST
COLLECTION
TURNS TRAVELING
INTO A FASHION
STATEMENT
With bold new patterns such as Jazz Cobalt
and Jazz Ruby, Hadaki’s collection offers a variety of
travel items for women of all ages.
Stylish and functional, these products allow women
to carry their favorite electronic devices—from
iPads to other electronic tablets—in padded
safety.
The On the Run iPad Messenger (MSRP $50) features
a small zippered pocket underneath the magnetic flap and
a large slip pocket on the exterior’s reverse side.
Hadaki’s City Tote (MSRP $80) features high-quality accents and
durable straps, and the nylon surface makes it easy to wipe clean.
For more information check out their web site at www.hadakishop.com

MEDICAL EMERGENCY
BRACELETS
SANDOFF!™
GREAT FOR A DAY
AT BEACH
The Sand-Off!TM mitt is
worn like a glove so that the
soft terry side can be wiped
across the skin. The
Sand-Off!TM mitt is designed
to release enough Dry Body
Wash to remove sand, grass
etc. in a single swipe, even
after applying suntan lotion or
if the skin is damp.
The Sand-Off!TM mitt is a
multi-use item; depending on
how often you use it,
Sand-Off!TM Dry Body Wash
can last up to a season at the
beach. At the end of the
product's life (when no powder
remains) the mitt may be
discarded or washed and used
for household cleaning
projects. Sand-Off!TM Dry
Body Wash - Single Pack.
Good for 30 to 40 uses.

Nearly 50 years ago, the American Medical
Association created a universal symbol that
would be able to speak for people in
emergency situations when they couldn’t.
Today, the red insignia symbol is universal
among Emergency Medical Technicians and
other first responders and continues to save
millions of lives as it reduces unnecessary
hospital admissions and misdiagnosis.
Medical ID Marketplace,
a Hope Paige Company,
has managed to combine
fashion with practicality to
create a stylish, informational bracelet that can
save lives by making
medical personnel aware
that the bearer has certain
life-threatening allergies.
From kids and men’s bracelets to Tiffanyinspired and Pandora styles, each bracelet
can be customized with an engraving on the
back to alert EMTs of a problem.
The bracelets retail for about $25. For more
information visit the web site at www.
medicalIDmarketplace.com
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